
1st dam
Already In Love SI 97, by Corona Cartel. 3 wins to 3, $12,297, 2nd Desert Classic Derby [R]. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 9 to race, all ROM, 7 winners—BRING IT ON SI 105 (g. by FDD Dynasty). 14 wins to 9, $101,935, Turf Paradise Juvenile Challenge, 2nd AQRA President’s Open Spring Derby, 3rd AQRA-Turf Paradise Derby.
SWEET BABIE JAMES SI 98 (g. by One Sweet Jess). 6 wins to 5, 2019, $42,970, Desert Classic Derby.
All Right Now SI 105 (f. by FDD Dynasty). 6 wins to 5, $38,874, 2nd Flare For Toby S., 3rd Miss Princess H. [G3].
Gone Already SI 103 (f. by Azyoucansee). 4 wins to 7, $22,214, 3rd Desert Classic Derby [R].
Heart An Soul SI 94 (f. by Good Reason SA). Winner at 2, $13,046, 2nd AQRA Turf Paradise Futurity.

2nd dam
Loves To Rock SI 91, by Rocky Jones. 4 wins to 3, $11,460, 2nd Arizona QRA Futurity [R]. Sister to ROCKABILITY SI 110. Dam of 7 foals to race, 6 ROM—Already In Love SI 97 (f. by Corona Cartel). Stakes placed winner, above. Loves What Counts SI 94 (f. by Count Corona). Winner to 3, $5,735. Dam of—SEE YAH LATER SI 103. 3 wins to 4, $25,596, Margie Bryan ASOA Futurity [R], 2nd Desert Classic Derby [R].

3rd dam
TENNESSEE BREEZE TB, by Moonsplash. Unplaced. Half sister to CHICKS ETTA WIND SI 104 ($265,302). Dam of 14 foals, 12 winners, including—BLUE OYSTER CULT SI 112 (Streakin Six). 17 wins to 10, $132,824, Jack Robinson S., Distance Challenge 1, Bragging Rights 870 Champ., etc.
ROCKABILITY SI 110 (Rocky Jones). 6 wins to 3, $59,062, AQRA Turf Paradise Futurity [R] [G3], 3rd New Mexico Derby Challenge [G3].
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR SI 101 (Three Oh’s Wild). 6 wins in 11 starts at 2, $32,276, Sonoita Stallion S. Futurity [R], Joe Bassett Futurity [R], etc.
CAST IN THE WIND SI 96 (Casady Casanova). 5 wins in 10 starts at 2, $28,950, AQRA Lassie S., etc. Dam of AMIGOS FOUR SI 96 ($20,195).
Cast In The Breeze SI 98 (Casady Casanova). 2 wins to 3, $17,705, 2nd Prescott Downs Derby, West/SW Derby Challenge, qualified [G3]. Dam of JIMMY EAT WORLD SI 111 ($40,482-NTR); granddam of GAMETIME SI 109 ($344,601 [R] [G1]), AGENTS OF COPPER SI 96 ($93,215 [R] [G3]).
Loves To Rock SI 91 (Rocky Jones). Stakes placed winner, above.
Doc In Motion SI 82 (Merridoc). Winner at 2, 3rd AQRA Sale Futurity [R].

ENGAGEMENTS: AQRA Desert Classic, PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby.
Accredited Arizona Bred.